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Apply Principles of Visual Design and Communication

Welcome to the learning resource for Apply Principles of Visual Design and
Communication to the Development of a Multimedia Product from QANTM
CMC. This learning resource covers and/or exceeds the following competencies:

CUF30601 Certificate III in Multimedia

CUF40801 Certificate IV in Multimedia

CUF50701 Diploma of Multimedia

In order to successfully attempt the following assessments, it is recommended
that students have prior knowledge of creating, manipulating and incorporating
images utilising a drawing/paint package such as Photoshop, CorelDraw, Fire-
works, PaintShop Pro or Illustrator.

Assessment

Those students enrolled in this unit need to complete the assessment items as
per Assessment Criteria sheet.

Activities (Non-assessable)

• Activity 1

• Activity 2

• Activity 3
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Unit description

This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to incorporate the principles
of visual design and communication into the development of multimedia prod-
ucts for use within the cultural industries.

Assessment — evidence guide

Assessment items reflect the elements of competency for each of the units
listed on the previous page. The interdependence of units of competency for
assessment will vary with the particular project or scenario. This unit is impor-
tant for a range of IT products and services and will be assessed in an holistic
manner with the technical units.

Suggested hardware

Personal computer networked systems, communications equipment (Internet);
peripherals may include printers, digital camera, scanners, speakers, multimedia
kits; keyboard equipment may include mouse and keyboard.

Suggested software

• Internet Access (Internet Explorer 4+ or Netscape Navigator/
Communicator 4+)

• Microsoft Word

• Adobe Photoshop, PaintShop Pro, CorelDraw, Fireworks, Illustrator, or
similar drawing package
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This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to incorporate
the principles of visual design and communication into the develop-
ment of multimedia products for use within the cultural industries.

• Definition of design

• Visual design principles

• The basic design principles

• Colour

• Electronic colour

• Basic Colour Concepts

• Formulas for Colour Harmony

• Visual impairment

• Accessibility Issues

• The principles of design

• Screen layouts

• Resolution

• Interface design

• Basic principles of interface design

• The difference between functionality and form

• Interface tools for user input and interaction

• Guidelines for multimedia use

• Designing for the future
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Overview of the unit

Key Features

Receive and interpret the
brief

Generate and assess ideas

Conduct research

Select media/materials for
use in visual design and
communication

Apply visual and communi-
cation desgin techniques
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Introduction

This unit deals with visual design and interface design for multimedia products.

The topics discussed in this unit are critical at all stages in the multimedia pro-
cess. Good design is important, not just for our final products, but for each of
the composing elements that we will integrate into our final product: text,
images, sound, video and animation.

Design is an integral part of our world; from the design of
tangible products that we use everyday, to the intangible
services and information we read, see and absorb.

Good design enables the user to utilise the tangible or
intangible without being aware of the intricacies of their
operation. In multimedia, good design means we can
empower the user and make the use of our product easier
and more enjoyable. The goal of the designer is to help
users understand our product and feel satisfied with the
experience of using it. Well-designed objects should be
easy to interpret and understand; they should contain
strong and clear visible clues to their operation, and must
be designed to minimise the chances and effects of errors.

Bad design can lead to difficulty in understanding, often
with far-reaching consequences. Poor design often leads to
human error. Quite often, users tend to blame themselves
and feel guilty or inadequate when they have problems
with a product. This behaviour often means that users will
fail to report problems. This can also generalise to other
systems and lead to poor interaction with other systems
or products.

Figure 1: Students work displaying an example of
good design
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Figure 1a: The interface panel for Macromedia Fireworks 4.
Many product tools have common menus and common operation
which make it easier for users to change between packages.

In multimedia, the design (both visual and
interface) is the first and the last part of
the product observed by the user. Imme-
diately when novice users start up a new
software package they are confronted by
its visual design and the possibility of a
profusion of icons, windows, panes, and
dialogue boxes. Even after having gradu-
ated to the expert user stage, people still
have to examine  the icons and other
visual design elements of their favourite
software every day.

The following pages will give you a
glimpse into what is an exciting, complex
and very important area. It should at the
very least make you more aware of the
design criteria that are so important in
what you create and use in multimedia.
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DESIGN is a PROCESS

Which INVOLVES

THOUGHT

Perception Intuition Reason

PROCESS

Linear
Process

Nonlinear Repeatable

Figure 2: The Design Process

Definition of Design

We frequently use the word ‘design’, but what is design?

Design is the creative process that involves our mental faculties. It is an activity
that recognises the goal or purpose of a product, and creates, evaluates and
determines some concrete form to achieve that goal or purpose.

Design is a process or a series of activities, which involves THOUGHT.

Design is the synthesis of three aspects of thought:

1. Perception — The connection between the problem and possibility.

2. Intuition — The access to subconscious thought.

3. Reason — The access to conscious thought.

Design is not a product; rather it is the process used to create an “entity”,
e.g., something that exists as a separate object such as a product or an inter-
face.

The nature of this process, which is frequently modelled as a linear sequence
of events, is in reality a complex, multifaceted set of thoughts and activities.

The design process can be represented as Linear, Non-Linear or Repeatable:

• Linear in the sense that it is sequenced in time from the initial concept to
a completed product.

• Non-Linear because design thought often jumps in a discontinuous
association from one aspect of a problem to another — in search of a
solution.

• Repeatable because prototype forms need (often continually) to be
constructed, assessed and developed to provide solutions.
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The design process will be dealt with later in this unit, but it is important to
understand the steps involved in the design process at this stage.

Multimedia design is concerned with designing for the user and must, therefore,
take a user-centred approach. We must design for the needs of the user. Design
is also the process involved in identifying a problem; defining the solutions to
the problem and ultimately meeting the needs of the user.

“Design is the process used to create an entity”

These are the common steps involved in the design process:

1. Identify the set of user needs.

2. Provide an initial concept (idea).

3. Develop this initial concept further.

4. Conduct more analysis to make sure it works.

5. Prototype a preliminary form (product, object).

6. Construct its final form (product, object).

7. Implement various quality control procedures to be tested.

8. Market (sell) its value to the consumer.

9. Deliver to the consumer via a specific medium.

10. Provide for after-service — keep in contact with the client.

11. Obtain feedback regarding its utility and value to improve the design.
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Note that many designers limit their collaboration for the design process
to the early phases of this overall process. By doing this and not follow-
ing the design through to the final product, they lose control over the
creative possibilities.

Total ongoing involvement may not be possible and depends greatly on
the construction of the total production team.

The design process can take many forms. What determines a particular
form depends on the identification of the user, the problem and the
purpose of the project.

The design ideas and sketches can change during the creative process.
This is natural. It is part of the maturation process and the successful
completion of the project.

Figure 3: From rough storyboard to final form
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“Design is the activity of creation”

Creation is another important aspect of the design process.

Each design process must include its Act of Creation, if it
does not, then Copying or Mimicking replaces the Act of
Creation.

In this unit we are dealing principally with multimedia titles
and web sites. But students should realise that the final
product is not restricted to these forms. Design principles
cross disciplines. The principles that are used to design furni-
ture for example are the same principles applied to designing
an interface.

The product, or final entity, can all be presented in a number
of different ways, as:

Physical an object, e.g., house, car, piece of art.

Temporal an event, e.g., music concert, or festival.

Conceptual an idea, e.g., the theory of the big bang
or the concept of cybernetics.

Relational interaction between entities, e.g., method
for operating computers, method for
creating Interactive CD-ROM.

Figure 4: Student Project showcasing 3D objects,
spatial tours and simulated experiences
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Visual Design Principles

Multimedia Visual Design was based originally on the same principles specific to
those of graphic design and art. Many books have been written about the prin-
ciples of art and design. But, in addition, multimedia visual design introduces the
notions of user interaction and participation.  The original concepts used in
graphic design were extended when applied for purposes such as education
(learning experience) and entertainment (sensory experience).

Multimedia systems also attempt to simulate  the condition of real-world expe-
riences by introducing special emphasis on multisensory involvement, by way
of such mediums as video, audio, text and images.

The process starts from a client brief or marketing proposal. This is a de-
scription of the proposed project — with essential details.

Designers have to understand the content of the brief and draw a graphic repre-
sentation of the “image of possibility”. In doing this, designers need to
reassemble the elements provided by the client or create new elements for the
project. They need to formulate a layout or a conjunction of layouts that
together will provide the final multimedia project.

Many other talented and skilled people will be required to complete a project.
Some of these are programmers, audio engineers, video editors, special effects
people, animators, etc.

Design is built around the interconnection of both the graphical elements and the
principles that govern them.

Elements are everything that appears in a layout (text, lines, images). The way
you assemble those elements in a layout is governed by design Principles. The
principles will help you to find the best ways to use the elements with effective-
ness.

Design principles provide you with a formula to assemble the elements into a
professional layout that will both engage the viewer and communicate neces-
sary messages to them. Designers need to know the rules of each element in a
layout.

Figure 5: Lines that contain groups of elements

Figure 6: Lines that make connection between pieces of
text
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What is “Design”

Design is information

Design is about communication. It is there to communi-
cate, to convey varying volumes of information and to
make a meaningful connection between the viewer and
the information that is being viewed. Design is used to
convey ideas, concepts and functions to various groups
and audiences and often targets very specific audiences
such as age groups, income levels, lifestyles and gender.
Design is a tool used to allow an audience to easily inter-
pret and understand information that is presented to
them.

Design is a visual language

A good design will instantly and clearly convey ideas and
enhance information. It is used as a tool to limit the need
to explain an idea or concept. It can be used to eliminate
the need to provide written detail that may be both time
consuming to read and difficult to understand.

Design is a process

Design is not a product but rather a process used to cre-
ate stimulating and visualised ideas as a response to the
need to communicate. It starts with a simple idea that is
developed by the addition of detail. The process of design
can be seen as a series of active thoughts that develop a
solution based on the need to solve a problem. There are
three aspects of this thought process: Perception;
Intuition; and Reason.

Figure 7a
http://www.jonninitro.com/

Figure 7b

Figure 7c

http://www.itcatmedia.com

http://www.joanquigley.net

http://www.jonninitro.com/
http://www.itcatmedia.com
http://www.joanquigley.net
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Perception is the connection between a problem and a possibility.
It is the way someone perceives a solution to a design problem.

Intuition is the access to subconscious thoughts. It allows design-
ing through initiative and personal inspiration. It is self-inspired
design without an analytical approach.

Reason is the access to conscious thought. It involves developing
a logical approach, breaking down a problem into elements, and
analysing the brief or problem and developing a solution through a
planned response.

The development of the design process can be represented as
Linear, Non-Linear and Repeatable:

Linear: A design solution is sequenced in time from the initial
concept to the completed product. It involves starting with an idea
and developing the idea until it meets the objectives for which the
design is being created.

Non-Linear: Design concepts, planning and execution may not
necessarily follow a strict order or direction. The design process
may be influenced by external factors (eg the needs of the client
may change) or internal factors (eg changing technologies, better
techniques). These factors can result in anything from minor ad-
justments being made to a design through to the entire project
being changed.

Repeatable: This can be viewed as developing a design exactly as
per the client brief, with an outcome already outlined. The designer
produces a product that has an already perceived outcome.
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Design principles cross
disciplines

The product or final entity of the
design process can be presented
in a number of different ways
(see Figure 8):

• Physical: an object (eg
architecture, fashion, in-
dustrial design)

• Temporal: an event (eg
display marketing, concert
set-up, exhibition, fashion
shows)

• Conceptual: an idea (eg
religious theory and belief,
role playing and games
environment development,
the concept of cybernet-
ics).

• Relational: the interaction
between entities (eg the
procedure for operating
computers, a Playstation
hand controller, a com-
puter keyboard, the com-
puter mouse, interface
design).

Figure 8
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Multimedia Design

Design has three primary functions in Multimedia:

• To be visually appealing to its intended audience. An
interface is the face of software or a product. It tells the
user that a certain product is different from all other prod-
ucts. It is also used to attract the audience and user to the
program and to engage and maintain their interest.

• To interact with the user. The interface is how the user
interacts with software. If the interface design of a product
is overcomplicated, or hard to read and navigate, it be-
comes user-unfriendly, and people loose interest and are
unwilling to learn how to use the interface.

• To present information in a clear and interesting manner.
Information and content need to be presented in a way
that it isn’t boring or a chore to use. However the design
should not be over complicated or filled with annoying
features (eg ‘cool’ animations) that end up slowing the
users ability to access information.
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